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We investigate a non-supersymmetric SO(10) × U(1)PQ axion model in which the spontaneous
breaking of U(1)PQ occurs after inflation, and the axion domain wall problem is resolved by em-
ploying the Lazarides-Shafi mechanism. This requires the introduction of two fermion 10-plets,
such that the surviving discrete symmetry from the explicit U(1)PQ breaking by QCD instantons is
reduced from Z12 to Z4, where Z4 coincides with the center of SO(10) (more precisely Spin(10)).
An unbroken Z2 subgroup of Z4 yields intermediate scale topologically stable strings, as well as
a stable electroweak doublet non-thermal dark matter candidate from the fermion 10-plets with
mass comparable to or somewhat smaller than the axion decay constant fa. We present an explicit
realization with inflation taken into account and which also incorporates non-thermal leptogenesis.
The fermion dark matter mass lies in the 3× 108 − 1010 GeV range and its contribution to the relic
dark matter abundance can be comparable to that from the axion.
PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv
I. INTRODUCTION
An elegant resolution of the strong CP problem is pro-
vided by the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) mechanism [1], which
also predicts the existence of axion, a compelling dark
matter (DM) candidate [2]. In a relatively simple but re-
alistic non-supersymmetric SO(10)×U(1)PQ axion model
constructed sometime ago [3], the well-known axion do-
main wall problem [4] is resolved without invoking in-
flation through implementation of the Lazarides-Shafi
mechanism [5]. This is achieved by introducing two 10-
plets of fermions carrying appropriate charges under the
U(1)PQ symmetry [1], such that the residual discrete
symmetry from the explicit U(1)PQ breaking by the QCD
instantons coincides with the center of SO(10) (more pre-
cisely Spin(10)). This construction therefore allows one
to implement the spontaneous breaking of U(1)PQ in a
post-inflationary phase. Among other things the model
evades some thorny issues such as the isocurvature prob-
lem [6] that appears if U(1)PQ breaks during inflation.
For some recent papers on U(1)PQ breaking during infla-
tion see Ref. [7].
The model in Ref. [3] employs only tensor represen-
tations in order to break SO(10) via at least one inter-
mediate stage to the Standard Model (SM) gauge group,
and subsequently to SU(3)c × U(1)em. This means that
a discrete Z2 subgroup of Z4, the center of SO(10), re-
mains unbroken [8], which has some important conse-
quences. Firstly, there exist non-superconducting topo-
logically stable cosmic strings which, depending on their
mass scale, may survive inflation. Secondly, in the frame-
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work of supersymmetry, the leftover Z2 symmetry is pre-
cisely ‘matter’ parity which, among other things, ensures
that the lightest supersymmetric particle is stable. Fi-
nally, in the non-supersymmetric SO(10)×U(1)PQ model
under discussion, the presence of the unbroken Z2 sym-
metry [8], offers a new DM particle candidate arising from
the 10-plet fermions whose mass is related to the interme-
diate scale of the PQ symmetry breaking. For an earlier
example of intermediate scale DM particles coexisting
with axions see Ref. [9]; for superheavy DM (wimpzil-
las) see Ref. [10]. It should be noted that this unbroken
Z2 symmetry [8] has been employed [11, 12], in recent
years, to guarantee DM stability in non-supersymmetric
SO(10) models. (Ref. [12] also contains a brief discussion
of our SO(10)×U(1)PQ model.) The proposed scenarios,
though, are generally very different from ours with the
DM particle masses in the TeV range or so.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the salient feature of our SO(10) model coupled
to the inflationary scheme of Ref. [13], where the inflaton
is a gauge singlet scalar field with a Coleman-Weinberg
potential. In Sec. III, we describe the reheating process
following the end of inflation and, in Sec. IV, we examine
the possibility that the fermion 10-plets provide a novel
DM candidate with intermediate scale mass. Sec. V is
devoted to the discussion of the generation of the baryon
asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) via leptogenesis. Our
results are summarized in Sec. VI.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the non-supersymmetric SO(10) grand
unified theory (GUT) model introduced in Ref. [3]. The
model contains a global anomalous PQ symmetry U(1)PQ
[1]. The fermion content consists of the following SO(10)
2multiplets,
ψ
(i)
16 (i = 1, 2, 3), ψ
(α)
10 (α = 1, 2), (1)
where the subscripts denote the dimension of the repre-
sentation. The PQ charges of the ψ
(i)
16 ’s and ψ
(α)
10 ’s are 1
and -2 respectively. The scalar Higgs fields are
ϕ210 (0), ϕ126 (2), ϕ45 (4), ϕ10 (−2) (2)
with the PQ charges QPQ indicated in parentheses. Note
that the discrete subgroup of U(1)PQ left unbroken by the
instantons is Z4 and coincides with the center of SO(10).
Consequently, the axion domain wall problem [4] does
not arise [5] even if the PQ symmetry is broken after the
end of inflation. The allowed Yukawa couplings are
ψ16ψ16ϕ10, ψ16ψ16ϕ
†
126, ψ10ψ10ϕ45, (3)
while the Higgs couplings include
ϕ210ϕ
†
126ϕ
†
126ϕ45, ϕ210ϕ
†
126ϕ10ϕ45, ϕ210ϕ126ϕ10.
(4)
The SO(10) symmetry breaking to the SM in a non-
supersymmetric setting usually proceeds via one or more
intermediate stages [14]. For definiteness, we assume the
following symmetry breaking chain:
SO(10)× U(1)PQ ϕ210−→
MG
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L × U(1)PQ ϕ126−→
MI
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × Z2 × U(1)′PQ
ϕ45−→
fa
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × Z2 ϕ10,ϕ126−→
MW
SU(3)c × U(1)em × Z2, (5)
where the Higgs fields implementing the breaking chain
and the corresponding scales are indicated. The first
breaking in Eq. (5) is achieved by the vacuum expectation
value (VEV) of ϕ210 along its (1,1,1) and (15,1,1) com-
ponents with respect to the subgroup GPS = SU(4)c ×
SU(2)L × SU(2)R [15]. The PQ symmetry is left un-
broken, but superheavy magnetic monopoles are created
during this breaking. As we shall see they are inflated
away.
The next breaking at the intermediate scale MI is
achieved by the VEV of ϕ126 along its (10,1,3) com-
ponent. This leaves the Z2 subgroup of Z4 unbroken,
leading to the formation of intermediate scale topologi-
cally stable Z2 cosmic strings [8], which are not [16] su-
perconducting [17]. The PQ symmetry, however, is not
broken at this stage. It is merely rotated to U(1)′PQ,
with Q′PQ = (5QPQ + χ)/4, where χ = −3(B − L) +
4T 3R is the generator of the U(1)χ subgroup of SO(10)
which is not contained in SU(5). In order to see this,
note that the χ charges of the usual quarks and lep-
tons in ψ16 are ν
c(−5), uc, q, ec(−1), dc, l(3), and the
χ charges of the color anti-triplets Dc (triplets Dc)
and SU(2)L doublets L (anti-doublets L) in ψ10 are -
2 (2). The νcνc-type component of ϕ126 has charges
QPQ = 2, χ = −10, as one can see from the χ charge
of νc. So the unbroken PQ symmetry is indeed U(1)′PQ
with the Q′PQ charges of the various fields given by
νc(0), uc, q, ec(1), dc, l(2), Dc, L(−3), Dc, L(−2). The
discrete subgroup ZN of U(1)
′
PQ left unbroken by the
QCD instantons is Z5, since from q, u
c we have 3 × 3
color triplets and anti-triplets with Q′PQ = 1, from d
c
three color anti-triplets with Q′PQ = 2, from D
c two anti-
triplets with Q′PQ = −3, and from Dc two triplets with
Q′PQ = −2. Therefore, altogether N = 3×3+3×2−2×
3 − 2 × 2 = 5. This Z5 coincides with the Z5 subgroup
of U(1)Y generated by exp[(i2π/5)6Y ] and, therefore, is
not a genuine discrete symmetry. It is instructive to fur-
ther rotate the PQ symmetry to U(1)′′PQ with Q
′′
PQ =
(−6Y + Q′PQ)/5. The Q′′PQ charges of the various fields
are given by νc, q, dc, L,Dc(0), uc, l(1), ec, Dc, L(−1). In
this case, N = 3 − 2 = 1 and therefore only the identity
element of U(1)′′PQ is left unbroken by the QCD instanton
effects.
The PQ breaking at a scale fa (the axion decay con-
stant), which can be close toMI, is achieved by the VEVs
of ϕ45 along its (15,1,1) and (1,1,3) components. These
VEVs have Q′′PQ = 1 since they couple with D
cDc and
LL respectively. Consequently, they break spontaneously
U(1)′′PQ to its identity element. The axion strings from
the U(1)′′PQ breaking acquire, at the QCD transition, just
one axion domain wall (for walls bounded by strings see
Ref. [18]) and, thus, the string-wall network decays [5].
Therefore, the troublesome axion domain wall cosmo-
logical problem [4] is avoided. Finally, the electroweak
symmetry breaking is achieved by the VEV of a linear
combination of the (1,2,2) component of ϕ10 and the
(15,2,2) component of ϕ126. Note that the Z2 subgroup
of U(1)B−L is neither in U(1)
′′
PQ nor the SM gauge group.
It is a genuine discrete symmetry which is left unbroken
by all the VEVs and, thus, the corresponding intermedi-
ate scale cosmic strings [8] can survive until the present
time. These strings are not superconducting [16].
Next, we merge our SO(10) GUT model with the infla-
tionary model of Refs. [13, 19], where inflation is driven
by a SO(10) × U(1)PQ singlet real scalar field φ with a
Coleman-Weinberg potential and with minimal coupling
to gravity:
V (φ) = Aφ4
(
ln
(
φ
M
)
− 1
4
)
+ V0. (6)
Here M is the VEV of φ, V0 = AM
4/4, and we employ
the cutoff regularization. This model predicts that the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r & 0.01 [20]. The important cou-
plings which induce the VEVs of the various scalar fields
ϕθ (θ = 210, 126, 45, 10) as the inflaton acquires its final
VEV, starting below M , are
− cθ
4
φ2ϕ2θ +
αθ
4
ϕ4θ, (7)
3FIG. 1: Diagrams for the decay of the (1,1,3) component
of ϕ45 to a pair of electroweak Higgs fields contained in the
(15,2,2) component of ϕ126. Dashed lines represent scalar
bosons.
where the real canonically normalized component of a
scalar field which acquires a VEV is represented by the
same symbol as the field. The VEVs and the masses of
the scalar fields are
〈ϕθ〉2 = cθM
2
2αθ
, m2θ = cθM
2. (8)
To be more specific, we will consider a particular viable
realization of this inflationary scenario which appears in
the fourth line of Table 4 in Ref. [21]. In this case, the
inflationary scale V
1/4
0 ≃ 1.75 × 1016 GeV, A ≃ 1.43 ×
10−14, and the VEV of the inflatonM ≃ 7.17×1019 GeV.
Following Ref. [13], we evaluate the coefficient A of the
Coleman-Weinberg potential in Eq. (6) from the radia-
tive corrections arising from the term (−1/4)c210φ2ϕ2210,
which are the dominant ones. We find
A =
210
64π2
c2210, (9)
which gives c210 ≃ 2.07 × 10−7 and, from Eq. (8) with
α210 = 1/2, MG ≡ 〈ϕ210〉 ≃ 3.27 × 1016 GeV. From
Eq. (6), we find the inflaton mass mφ ≃ 1.7× 1013 GeV.
It is important to note that the dimensionless coupling
constants of the two scalar quartic interactions in Eq. (4)
should be suppressed by at least m45/MG for the model
to remain perturbative. One can see this by consider-
ing, for example, the first coupling in this equation with
dimensionless coefficient λ and replace ϕ210 by its VEV
along its (1,1,1) component. We then obtain a trilin-
ear scalar coupling with coefficient of order λMG. The
(1,1,3) component of ϕ45 can decay via this trilinear cou-
pling to a pair of electroweak Higgs fields contained in
the (15,2,2) component of ϕ126 (see Fig. 1). The ver-
tex diagram in this figure can be radiatively corrected
by inserting the same trilinear coupling on the two ex-
ternal ϕ126 lines with an exchange between them of the
(1,1,3) component of ϕ45. The radiative correction ac-
quires a factor of order λ2M2G/m
2
45 relative to the tree
diagram. The requirement of perturbativity then implies
that λ . m45/MG.
Potentially dangerous trilinear scalar couplings can
also arise from the first term in Eq. (7). For instance,
setting φ = M + δφ, we obtain the trilinear scalar cou-
pling (−1/2)c45Mφϕ245. Considering the decay of the
FIG. 2: Diagram for the inflaton decay to a pair of right-
handed neutrinos νc. Solid lines represent fermions, while
dashed lines represent scalar bosons.
inflaton via this coupling into a pair of ϕ45’s and re-
peating the argument of the previous paragraph, we find
that the radiative correction acquires a factor of order
c245M
2/m2φ = (m
2
45/Mmφ)
2 relative to the tree diagram.
However, this factor is much smaller than unity as we
will see below. This conclusion remains true even if we
replace ϕ45 by ϕ126 or ϕ10. In the case of ϕ210, this dan-
ger is not encountered since the inflaton mass is much
smaller thanMG (see below), and the inflaton decay into
two ϕ210’s is kinematically blocked. One could also in-
sert ϕθ = 〈ϕθ〉+δϕθ in the first term in Eq. (7) to obtain
the trilinear coupling (−1/2)cθφ2〈ϕθ〉δϕθ. The only field
which is kinematically allowed to decay to two inflatons
via this coupling is δϕ210. Perturbativity then requires
that c210 =M
2
G/M
2 ≪ 1, which is well satisfied. Finally,
we should mention that, substituting φ = M + δφ and
ϕθ = 〈ϕθ〉+ δϕθ in the first term in Eq. (7), we obtain a
bilinear mixing term between δφ and δϕθ:
−Mcθ〈ϕθ〉δφδϕθ . (10)
As we will see later, these scalar couplings will be impor-
tant in the inflaton decay.
III. REHEATING
With the quartic scalar couplings in Eq. (4) adequately
suppressed as discussed above, the main decay mode of
the inflaton δφ will be to a pair of right-handed neutrinos
νc via the diagram depicted in Fig. 2. This decay has to
be out of equilibrium and to the second heaviest right-
handed neutrino νc2 in order to provide the possibility of
generating the BAU via the scenario of non-thermal [22,
23] leptogenesis [24] (for a review see Ref. [25]). The cross
sign in Fig. 2 represents the coefficient −Mc126〈ϕ126〉 of
the effective bilinear coupling between δφ and δϕ126 (see
Eq. (10)), z is the Yukawa coupling constant of ϕ126 with
νc2, and 〈ϕ126〉 as well as the propagating δϕ126 lie along
the νcνc-type component of ϕ126. For definiteness, we
take α126 = 1/2. Eq. (8) then implies that
〈ϕ126〉 = m126, c126 =
(m126
M
)2
. (11)
An important requirement for the mass M2 of ν
c
2 is that
M2 ≡Mνc
2
= 〈ϕ126〉z ≤ 1
2
mφ. (12)
4This guarantees that the decay δφ → νc2νc2 is kinemati-
cally possible.
For m126 ≤ mφ, the propagator of δϕ126 is dominated
by the mass of the inflaton and the decay width is given
by
Γφ→νc ≃ 1
16π
(
Mc126〈ϕ126〉z
m2φ
)2
mφ =
1
16π
(
m2126M2
Mm2φ
)2
mφ. (13)
In the following we will not consider loop corrections
in the estimates for decay widths. We make the self-
consistent assumption here and in what follows that
the trilinear couplings are sufficiently small for this to
hold. Saturating the inequality in Eq. (12) and taking
m126 = mφ, we find the maximal allowed Γφ→νc in this
case:
Γφ→νc ≃ 1
16π
(mφ
2M
)2
mφ ≃ 4.84× 10−3 GeV. (14)
Note that phase space factors are not taken into ac-
count here. The impact is minimal in our estimate for
the reheat temperature Tr below. For m126 ≥ mφ, on
the other hand, the propagator should be replaced by
1/m2126, which gives
Γφ→νc ≃ 1
16π
(
Mc126〈ϕ126〉z
m2126
)2
mφ =
1
16π
(
M2
M
)2
mφ.
(15)
This is again maximized at the same value of M2 as in
the previous case. The corresponding (maximal) reheat
temperature turns out to be
Tr ≃
(
45
2π2g∗
) 1
4
(Γφ→νc mP)
1
2 ≃ 4.15× 107 GeV, (16)
for an effective number of degrees of freedom g∗ = 106.75
corresponding to the SM spectrum (mP is the reduced
Planck mass). Note that the values of Γφ→νc in Eq. (14)
and Tr in Eq. (16) are independent of 〈ϕ126〉 = m126 pro-
vided that 〈ϕ126〉 ≥ mφ. Also, the decay of right-handed
neutrinos to SM particles is rapid enough to justify the
formula in Eq. (16).
One could alternatively consider the decay of the infla-
ton to a pair of electroweak Higgs fields and a SM singlet
scalar field from ϕ45. The relevant diagram is depicted
in Fig. 3 and uses the bilinear coupling between δφ and
δϕ210. The electroweak Higgs fields are contained in the
ϕ126 or ϕ10 external lines. The decay width is estimated
to be
Γφ→h ≃ 1
192π3
(
Mc210〈ϕ210〉λ
m2210
)2
mφ ≃ 595λ2 GeV.
(17)
Here λ is the typical coefficient of the quartic scalar cou-
plings in Eq. (4), which, as we have shown, should not
FIG. 3: Diagram for the inflaton decay to a pair of electroweak
Higgs fields and a SM singlet scalar field. The conventions are
as in Fig. 1.
exceed m45/MG. As we will see later m45 ∼ 1010 −
1011 GeV, which implies that Γφ→h . 5.6×10−9 GeV≪
Γφ→νc . So this decay mode is much less important
than the decay into νc’s. Note that M2 = mφ/2 ≃
8.5 × 1012 GeV ≫ Tr, and thus the out-of-equilibrium
condition for its subsequent decay is well satisfied. It is
finally important to keep in mind that we can consider
smaller values ofM2 with any value of m126 ≥ mφ. How-
ever, this will reduce Tr by the same proportion. Finally,
we have checked that parametric resonance is not impor-
tant in our scenario.
IV. INTERMEDIATE SCALE DARK MATTER
We will now examine the possibility that the two neu-
tral Dirac fermions contained in ψ
(α)
10 (α = 1, 2) can pro-
vide a new DM particle whose mass is of intermediate
scale. The fermion ψ
(α)
10 ’s are the only fields in the model
that are odd under an unbroken Z2 symmetry, arising as
a combination of the unbroken Z2 subgroup of the Z4
center of SO(10) and the Z2 fermion number symme-
try, under which all fermions are odd. Thus, the lightest
components of the ψ
(α)
10 ’s, which are assumed to be their
neutral components, cannot decay, but can only annihi-
late in pairs, which makes them potentially viable DM
candidates. Note that each of the color triplets and anti-
triplets in the two fermion 10-plets can decay into the
SU(2)L doublet in the same 10-plet plus SM particles
through the exchange of a superheavy gauge boson. We
estimate their lifetime to be ∼ 10−5 sec, and so these de-
cays take place well before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis –
compare with the last paper in Ref. [11]. Also, each of the
charged members of the SU(2)L doublets in the fermion
10-plets can decay into the neutral member of the same
doublet plus SM particles through the exchange of aW±L
gauge boson. Even a moderate mass splitting between
the members of these doublets induced by loops of SM
gauge bosons is enough to insure that these decays are
very rapid – see second paper in Ref. [26].
The (1,2,2) components of the two ψ10’s can be written
5as
H(α) =

N¯(α) E
−
(α)
E+(α) N(α)

 , α = 1, 2, (18)
where N¯(α) and N(α) are electrically neutral. The field
ϕ45 is antisymmetric and thus couples only with ψ
(1)
10 ψ
(2)
10 .
Consequently, the coupling of its (1,1,3) component with
the H(α)’s yields the mass term
y〈ϕ45〉Tr
(
H(1)ǫσ3ǫH˜(2)
)
+ h.c., (19)
where y is the Yukawa coupling constant, 〈ϕ45〉 will, from
now on, represent the VEV of the (1,1,3) component of
ϕ45, ǫ is the antisymmetric 2 × 2 matrix with ǫ12 = 1,
and tilde denotes transposition. This, in turn, yields the
mass term
y〈ϕ45〉
(
N¯(1)N(2) −N(1)N¯(2)
)
+ h.c. (20)
for the neutral components. At tree level we obtain two
neutral Dirac fermions of equal mass mDM = y〈ϕ45〉.
This degeneracy is broken through loop corrections (see
third paper in Ref. [11]), but the splitting in our case is
tiny. Higher dimensional operators may induce a larger
splitting which we will not pursue here.
These neutral fermions interact with the Z boson since
they belong to electroweak doublets. Therefore, they can
scatter off nucleons by exchanging a Z boson in the t-
channel. The spin-independent cross section is [26]
σSI =
µ2
π
(
Zfp + (A− Z)fn
A
)2
, (21)
where µ is the reduced mass of the DM particle-nucleon
system, which can be approximated by the proton mass
mp for mDM ≫ mp. Also, Z and A are the atomic and
mass numbers of the nucleus, and
fp =
gDM
m2Z
(2gu + gd), fn =
gDM
m2Z
(gu + 2gd). (22)
Here gDM = gZ/2, gu = (1/2 − 4 sin2 θW/3)gZ, and
gd = (−1/2 + 2 sin2 θW/3)gZ with gZ = mZ/
√
2v, v =
174 GeV. For Z = 54 and A = 131 corresponding to
131Xe used in the XENON 1T experiment [27], one finds
σSI ≃ 2.85× 10−12 GeV−2. (23)
The DM in our model can, in general, consist of interme-
diate scale fermions and axions, with the axion fraction
given by Ra = Ωah
2/ΩDMh
2. Here Ωah
2 is the relic axion
abundance and ΩDMh
2 ≃ 0.12 [28] is the total relic DM
abundance. In the presence of axions, the current exper-
imental bound on σSI from the XENON 1T experiment
[27] can be written as
σSI .
2.21× 10−18
1−Ra
( mDM
1 TeV
)
GeV−2, (24)
FIG. 4: Diagram for the inflaton decay into DM (doublets in
the two 10-plets). The conventions are as in Fig. 2.
which implies that
mDM & 1.29× 109 (1− Ra) GeV. (25)
We see that the XENON 1T constraint on the SI cross
section of DM scattering off nuclei requires that the mass
of the DM particles is at least of intermediate scale
exceeding the reheat temperature in Eq. (16). Conse-
quently, thermal DM is excluded and we are led to con-
sider non-thermal production of DM particles with at
least intermediate scale masses via the inflaton decay.
(Non-thermal superheavy DM particles, called wimpzil-
las, were previously discussed in Ref. [10].)
We first estimate the relative number density of these
DM particles YDM = nDM/s required to reproduce a frac-
tion (1−Ra) of the present DM abundance ΩDMh2 ≃ 0.12
[28] (nDM is the number density of DM particles and s is
the entropy density) using the relation
(1 −Ra)ΩDMh2 = mDMYDMs0
ρc
, (26)
where s0 ≃ 2890 cm−3 is the present entropy density and
ρc ≃ 1.05×10−5 GeV cm−3 is the present critical density.
We obtain
mDMYDM ≃ 4.36× 10−10 (1−Ra) GeV. (27)
From the energy density of the DM fermions at reheating,
ρDM = mDMYDMs(Tr), we then find that at Tr,
ρDM
ρr
≃ 5.81× 10
−10
Tr
(1 −Ra), (28)
where ρr is the radiation energy density. Assuming that
the total energy of the inflaton at reheating is trans-
ferred to ρDM and ρr, the inflaton decay width Γφ→DM
to a pair of DM fermions should satisfy the requirement
Γφ→DM/Γφ→νc ≃ ρDM/ρr ≃ 1.4 × 10−17 (1 − Ra). This
yields
Γφ→DM ≃ 6.78× 10−20 (1 −Ra) GeV. (29)
We should now check whether our model can reproduce
this Γφ→DM.
The diagram for the inflaton decay to a pair of DM
fermions is given in Fig. 4. The cross sign represents
6the coefficient −Mc45〈ϕ45〉 of the bilinear coupling be-
tween δφ and δϕ45 (see Eq. (10)), and y is the Yukawa
coupling constant of ϕ45 with the two ψ10’s. The DM
fermions are the neutral components of the SU(2)L dou-
blets in the two ψ10’s. The propagating δϕ45 as well
as 〈ϕ45〉 are along the (1,1,3) component of ϕ45. The
inflaton also decays into a pair of charged fermions con-
tained in the SU(2)L doublets via the diagram of Fig. 4,
and into a color triplet and an anti-triplet contained in
the ψ10’s via a similar diagram where the propagating
δϕ45 and the 〈ϕ45〉 are taken along the (15,1,1) compo-
nent of ϕ45. The VEV of the (15,1,1) component has to
be somewhat larger than the VEV of the (1,1,3) com-
ponent in order for the color (anti-)triplets to be heav-
ier than the doublets and be able to decay into them.
However, the required mass difference is much smaller
than the (anti-)triplet mass since the decay byproducts
are SM particles. For simplicity, we will assume that
the VEVs along the (1,1,3) and (15,1,1) components
are about equal. As mentioned, the color (anti-)triplet
and the charged fermions eventually decay into neutral
DM fermions. Therefore, the inflaton decays either into
two neutral, or two charged, or two color triplet Dirac
fermions with about the same width, and all these parti-
cles yield neutral fermions contributing to DM. The de-
cay width of the inflaton into a pair of Dirac fermions
should then be multiplied by ≈ 10 to obtain the total
decay width.
For mφ ≥ m45 (see below), the δϕ45 propagator is
dominated by the inflaton mass mφ and the total decay
width of the inflaton to a pair of DM fermions is given
by
Γφ→DM ≃ 10
16π
(
Mc45〈ϕ45〉y
m2φ
)2
mφ =
10
16π
(
m245mDM
Mm2φ
)2
mφ, (30)
where mDM = y〈ϕ45〉. Eq. (29) then yields
m245mDM ≃ 2.96× 1030 (1−Ra)
1
2 GeV3, (31)
wherem45 is the Higgs mass in the (1,1,3) direction of ϕ45
(for simplicity we ignore the mixing between the (1,1,3)
and (15,1,1) components).
The relic axion abundance is given [29] by
Ωah
2 ≃ 0.236
(
fa
1012 GeV
) 7
6
〈θ2f(θ)〉, (32)
where fa is the axion decay constant, i.e. the total VEV
of ϕ45, which is greater than 〈ϕ45〉, its VEV along its
(1,1,3) component (see below). The misalignment angle
θ lies [30] in the interval [−π,+π] since, in our case, N ,
the sum of the Q′′PQ charges of all fermion color triplets
and anti-triplets, is equal to unity. All θ’s in this interval
are equally probable. The function f(θ) accounts for the
anharmonicity of the axion potential, and the average
〈θ2f(θ)〉 is evaluated in the above interval and turns out
to be [29] about 8.77. For definiteness, we take α45 = 1/2,
which implies m45 = 〈ϕ45〉. We then substitute Ra in
Eq. (31) by using Eq. (32) and solve the resulting equa-
tion to find m45 = 〈ϕ45〉 for given values of mDM and
fa. Recall that the VEV of ϕ45 along the (15,1,1) com-
ponent should be somewhat greater than its VEV along
the (1,1,3) component, so that the color (anti-)triplets in
ψ10 can decay into the SU(2)L doublets. Consequently,
the axion decay constant fa &
√
2〈ϕ45〉. For definiteness,
we have chosen these VEVs to be about equal, which fixes
fa close to
√
2〈ϕ45〉. Then, for y = 1, we obtain
m45 = 〈ϕ45〉 = mDM ≃ 1.4× 1010 GeV,
fa ≃ 2× 1010 GeV. (33)
DM is composed of 17.6% axions and 82.4% intermediate
scale fermions. For mDM = 3× 109 GeV, we find
m45 = 〈ϕ45〉 ≃ 2.76× 1010 GeV, fa ≃ 3.9× 1010 GeV,
y ≃ 0.11. (34)
DM is made up of 39.2% axions and 60.8% intermediate
scale fermions. For mDM = 10
9 GeV, we find
m45 = 〈ϕ45〉 ≃ 4.2× 1010 GeV, fa ≃ 6× 1010 GeV,
y ≃ 2.38× 10−2. (35)
DM consists of 63.9% axions and 36.1% intermediate
scale fermions. Finally, for mDM = 3 × 108 GeV, we
find
m45 = 〈ϕ45〉 ≃ 5.6× 1010 GeV, fa ≃ 7.93× 1010 GeV,
y ≃ 5.35× 10−3. (36)
89.6% of DM consists of axions and 10.4% of intermedi-
ate scale fermions. These values ofm45 clearly satisfy the
requirement that the inflaton decay into a pair of elec-
troweak Higgs fields and a SM singlet scalar (see Fig. 3)
is subdominant. Also, the values of mDM satisfy the re-
quirement from direct detection of DM in Eq. (25) and
the kinematic constraint mφ ≥ 2mDM which makes the
decay possible. Moreover, mDM exceeds the reheat tem-
perature andm45 is smaller than mφ, consistent with our
assumption in deriving Eq. (30). We can also differenti-
ate m45 and 〈ϕ45〉 by taking α45 6= 1/2, so as to increase
〈ϕ45〉 and, thus, the axion decay constant fa.
In order to complete the DM discussion, we have to
show that the pair annihilation of DM fermions is out of
equilibrium at all temperatures smaller than the reheat
temperature so that their abundance remains constant.
A dominant diagram for this annihilation is shown in
Fig. 5. The propagating ϕ45 lies along its (1,1,3) direction
and the decay products are a pair of electroweak Higgs
fields contained in ϕ126. The cross section is estimated
to be
σDM ≃ 1
16π2
(
yλMG
4m2DM
)2
. (37)
7FIG. 5: Diagram for DM pair annihilation to two electroweak
Higgs fields. The conventions are as in Fig. 4.
The out-of-equilibrium condition reads as follows:
nDMσDM . H, (38)
for all T . Tr (H is the Hubble parameter). From the
Friedmann equation, we find
H =
ρ
1/2
r√
3mP
=
πg
1/2
∗ T 2
3
√
10mP
, (39)
and Eq. (27) gives
nDM = sYDM =
2π2g∗T
3
45
(1−Ra)
(
mDM
4.36× 10−10 GeV
)−1
. (40)
For the case in Eq. (33) and using Eqs. (37), (39), and
(40) with the maximal allowed value of λ which is of
order m45/MG, we see that the condition in Eq. (38)
is very well satisfied for all T . Tr. We conclude that
the pair annihilation of DM fermions in Fig. 5 is utterly
suppressed at all relevant temperatures. We should note
that one could instead consider the DM pair annihilation
into SM particles via the exchange of a Z boson in the
s-channel. The corresponding cross section is of the same
order of magnitude as the cross section in Eq. (37) and
our conclusion therefore would be the same.
The spontaneous breaking of the PQ symmetry at a
scale of order 1010 − 1011 GeV takes place after the
end of inflation. Indeed, in the numerical example un-
der consideration, inflation terminates when the infla-
ton field reaches the value φe ≃ 6.83 × 1019 GeV [21].
From Eq. (6), we find that V (φe)
1/4 ≃ 6.31× 1015 GeV,
yielding the Hubble parameter He ≃ 9.42 × 1012 GeV.
The field ϕθ develops a VEV and the corresponding
phase transition takes place when cθφ
2/2 ∼ σT 2H [13],
where σ ∼ 1 and TH = H/2π is the Hawking tem-
perature. Consequently, for a phase transition which
occurs before the end of inflation we must have cθ &
H2e /2π
2φ2e ≃ 9.63 × 10−16. This implies that the corre-
sponding scale 〈ϕθ〉 & 2.23 × 1012 GeV, which excludes
the PQ transition. Therefore, the presence of the two
fermion 10-plets which lead to a solution of the axion
domain wall problem via the Lazarides-Shafi mechanism
[5] is vital. At reheating, the masses of the scalar fields
ϕθ acquire temperature corrections which, however, are
subdominant compared to the first term in Eq. (7). In-
deed, the decaying inflaton oscillates aboutM and, thus,
c45 = (m45/M)
2 ≃ 7.78 × 10−20 for m45 in Eq. (33).
Consequently, c45φ
2/2≫ T 2r , for Tr in Eq. (16). The PQ
symmetry is already broken at reheating and the DM
fermions have acquired their masses.
As we previously mentioned, the gauge symmetry
breaking at the intermediate scaleMI generates topolog-
ically stable Z2 cosmic strings. The dimensionless string
tension Gµs, where G is Newton’s gravitational constant
and µs the string tension, i.e. the energy per unit length
of the string, is given by
Gµs ≃ 1
8
(
MI
mP
)2
. (41)
Here we assumed that these strings are close to the Bogo-
mol’nyi limit of the Abelian Higgs model [31]. A recent
pulsar timing array 95% confidence level limit on the di-
mensionless string tension is [32]
Gµs . 1.5× 10−11, (42)
which holds for strings surviving until the present time.
Eq. (42) implies the following upper bound on the inter-
mediate scale
MI . 2.67× 1013 GeV. (43)
Note that strings corresponding to such intermediate
scales are not inflated away as shown in Ref. [16] and,
thus, the limit in Eq. (42) applies. These strings are
possibly measurable by LISA in the future. Applying
the analysis of Ref. [16], we find that, for the strings
to be inflated away, the number of e-foldings follow-
ing their generation should exceed about 68 and, thus,
c126 & 1.94× 10−12 and
MI & 10
14 GeV. (44)
In this case, the cosmic strings are not restricted by
Eq. (42). The value of the inflaton field φI at which
the intermediate transition takes place is found from the
relation c126φ
2
I /2 ∼ T 2H and, thus, φI . 1.2×1019 GeV ≃
4.9mP. The GUT magnetic monopoles are certainly in-
flated away since MG ≫ 1014 GeV [16].
V. NON-THERMAL LEPTOGENESIS
The observed BAU YB = nB/s ≃ 8.69×10−11 [28] can
be reproduced in our model via non-thermal leptogenesis
[22], i.e. the generation of a primordial lepton asymme-
try YL = nL/s [24] at reheating which, at the electroweak
transition, is partially converted into the observed BAU
via sphaleron effects. For non-supersymmetric SM, YB ≃
8−0.35YL. As we have already discussed, the inflaton
predominantly decays into a pair of νc2’s, where ν
c
2 is
the second heaviest right-handed neutrino with mass
M2 ≃ 8.5 × 1012 GeV. (The decay into first genera-
tion right-handed neutrinos is suppressed because of their
smaller coupling to the inflaton.) The primordial lep-
ton asymmetry will be produced non-thermally [22, 23]
via the subsequent out-of-equilibrium decay of this right-
handed neutrino into an electroweak Higgs doublet and
a lepton or anti-lepton via the exchange of the heavi-
est νc with mass M3 = z
′〈ϕ126〉. We will not explore
the feasibility of thermal leptogenesis in this work. The
relevant one-loop diagrams are both of the vertex and
self-energy type [33]. Recall that 〈ϕ126〉 can have any
value greater than or equal to mφ, and thus M2/M3 can
be adjusted at any value smaller than unity. However, it
should not be too small since it will suppress the BAU
(see below), but also not too close to unity since the va-
lidity of our calculation requires [34] that M2 ≪M3 and
Γφ→νc ≪ (M23 −M22 )/M2.
Under these assumptions and considering only the two
heavier generations, YB can be approximated as [23]
YB ≃ 0.35 9
16π
Tr
mφ
M2
M3
c2s2 sin 2δ(mD3
2 −mD2 2)2
v2(mD3
2s2 +mD2
2c2)
. (45)
Here v ≃ 174 GeV, c = cos θ, s = sin θ, with θ and
δ being the rotation angle and phase which diagonalize
the Majorana mass matrix of νc ’s in the basis where the
Dirac neutrino mass matrix is diagonal with eigenvalues
mD2 andm
D
3 . The determinant and trace invariants of the
light neutrino mass matrix imply [23] that the neutrino
parameters should satisfy the following constraints:
m2m3 =
(
mD2 m
D
3
)2
M2M3
, (46)
m2
2 +m3
2 =
(
mD2
2 c2 +mD3
2 s2
)2
M2 2
+(
mD3
2 c2 +mD2
2 s2
)2
M3 2
+
2(mD3
2 −mD2 2)2c2s2cos 2δ
M2M3
.
(47)
Here we assume a normal hierarchy of light neutrino
masses mi (i = 1, 2, 3) [35], with m3 ≃ 5.05 × 10−2 eV,
m2 ≃ 8.73× 10−3 eV, and m1 ≃ 0.
For a rough estimate of a possible solution of the sys-
tem of Eqs. (45), (46), and (47), we take c2 ≃ s2 ≃ 1/2,
sin 2δ ≃ 1. Note that the latter choice maximizes YB.
Substituting YB with its observed value in Eq. (45), we
are left with just three unknown variables β ≡ M2/M3,
mD2 , m
D
3 , and we can solve the system of these three
equations to determine them. To this end, we find from
Eq. (47) that
mD2
2 +mD3
2 ≃ 876.36 (1 + β2)−1/2 GeV2, (48)
while Eq. (46) gives
(
mD2
2 −mD3 2
)2 ≃
105
(
7.68(1 + β2)−1 − 0.645β−1) GeV4. (49)
Substituting these two equations in Eq. (45), we obtain
0.303 ≃ 7.68 β(1 + β2)−1/2 − 0.645(1 + β2)1/2, (50)
which is solved numerically and yields β ≃ 0.125. This
implies that
M3 ≃ 6.84× 1013 GeV. (51)
From Eqs. (48) and (49), we estimate the Dirac neutrino
masses:
mD2 ≃ 14 GeV, mD3 ≃ 26.2 GeV. (52)
Clearly, this is just an example to show that the ob-
served BAU can be generated in our model in accord
with the neutrino experimental data. A more com-
plete and accurate calculation including all three gen-
erations of neutrinos should be carried out. In any case,
since the neutrino Dirac mass matrix has a certain de-
gree of freedom, we believe that more realistic solutions
can be found. Note that the requirements M2 ≪ M3
and Γφ→νc ≪ (M23 − M22 )/M2 are well satisfied. Also
M2 ≫ Tr and so the second heaviest νc decays out of
equilibrium to generate the primordial lepton asymme-
try. Finally, note that right-handed neutrinos should all
be heavier than Tr to prevent the erasure of the lepton
asymmetry. With such low reheat temperature any dis-
cussion of thermal leptogenesis is beyond the scope of
this paper.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have explored some interesting predictions of a
non-supersymmetric SO(10) × U(1)PQ model in which
the spontaneous breaking of U(1)PQ takes place after
inflation. A pair of 10-plet fermions with intermediate
scale masses comparable to or somewhat smaller than
the axion decay constant fa are introduced in order to
evade the axion domain wall problem. The electroweak
doublets from these 10-plets provide a novel non-thermal
dark matter candidate whose stability is guaranteed by
an unbrokenZ2 symmetry. We discuss an explicit realiza-
tion of this scenario by incorporating inflation driven by
an SO(10)×U(1)PQ singlet scalar field with a Coleman-
Weinberg potential. The dark matter fermions have mass
on the order of 3 × 108 − 1010 GeV and, in addition,
non-thermal leptogenesis is realized. The model also
yields topologically stable intermediate mass scale cos-
mic strings which survive inflation and emit [16] possibly
observable gravity waves (for a recent discussion in su-
persymmetric SO(10), see Ref. [36]. Last, but not least,
9the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, a canonical measure of grav-
ity waves generated during inflation, cannot be smaller
than 0.01 and therefore should be accessible in the next
generation experiments.
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